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, k, and p denote the relative momentum of the
outgoing, incoming, and intermediate nucleons. In terms
of this vertex function, the low energy HOS T matrix for


































For two body scattering in vacuum, the Kuo-Lee-
Ratcli folded diagram theory [10] provides a way of re-












; k). The folded diagrams
are correction terms one must add to Eq. (2), if one were
to set all
b
Q box energies right side on-shell. This explic-















































A previous paper has proven diagrammatically, that
V
low k































As our RG decimation preserves the complete half-on-




)=d = 0 and obtain






















Similarly, a scaling equation is obtained for the
b
Q box by
























This equation was obtained previously by Birse et al.,




)=d = 0 for the full-o-shell
T matrix [13]. Both of these scaling equations are at the
heart of the RG approach to eective interaction theory:
given an initial theory at large cuto, one can construct
the physically equivalent eective theory at smaller  by
integrating the ow equations [11, 14]. Projecting the ef-
fective potential onto the dynamically relevant operators





solve the RG equations to determine the scaling proper-
ties of each operator.


















FIG. 2: Diagonal elements of V
low k





channel at a cuto  = 2:0 fm
 1
.
Referring to FIGs. 2 and 3, we nd the central re-
sults of this Letter. The diagonal elements of V
low k
ob-
tained from dierent V
NN
collapse onto the same curve
for  . 2:0 fm
 1
. The same results are found in all par-
tial waves and will be reported elsewhere in detail [15].
The situation is analogous to what one nds in a Wilso-
nian RG study of critical phenomena, where all Hamil-
tonians initially tuned to lie on the critical surface ow
to the same infrared xed point. The ensemble of dif-
ferent V
NN
contain the same infrared one pion structure,
and they dier only by perturbations that renormalize
to \xed point" values as the decimation is carried out.
This unique V
low k
reproduces the experimental phase
shift data with the same accuracy as the modern po-




mainly diers from the bare
potential by a constant shift. This was previously ob-
served by Epelbaoum et al. for a toy two-Yukawa bare
potential [17]. The constant shift in momentum space
corresponds to a smeared delta function in coordinate
space and accounts for the removal of the repulsive core
from the bare interactions, see also [18].
In FIG. 4, we see similar behaviour for the odiag-
onal matrix elements, although the V
low k
derived from





. This discrepancy in the
odiagonal elements arises from the fact that the chi-
ral model treats 2 exchange dierently than the meson
models do. We can integrate out further and lower the
cuto to  . 1:4 fm
 1
, then the odiagonal elements
collapse as well.
3 [MeV]labE


































































































































FIG. 3: Phase shifts of V
low k
(points) compared to the bare
V
NN
(solid curves) for S and P partial waves and a cuto
 = 2:0 fm
 1
. The phase shifts shown are calculated from
the CD-Bonn potential [16], as it incorporates the most recent
phase shift analyses.
These results can be understood from T matrix preser-
vation. The HOS T matrix determines the phase shifts as
well as the low momentum components of the low energy
scattering and bound state wave functions. For potential
models with the same long-range tails and which repro-
duce the same phase shifts, the long-range tails of the
wave functions are identical, and consequently the close-
to-diagonal elements of the HOS T matrix. Our results
support this simple picture. Using the spectral represen-
tation of the T matrix, V
low k



























T (p; k; p
2
): (7)
Eq. (7) claries that the odiagonal matrix elements of
V
low k
are more sensitive to the wave functions and thus
deviate at a lower cuto than the diagonal matrix ele-
ments.
Next, we analyze the scaling properties of V
low k
. For
this purpose, we show the matrix element V
low k
(0; 0) ver-



















FIG. 4: Odiagonal elements of V
low k





channel at a cuto  = 2:0 fm
 1
.









the best of our knowledge, these are the rst RG studies
with realistic nucleon potentials. The main results are
the following.
T matrix preservation guarantees that V
low k
(0; 0)
ows toward the scattering length as the cuto is taken









and are well reproduced with V
low k
.














channel. According to EFT principles, the
couplings are nearly independent of cuto as long as 
is large enough to explicitly include the relevant degrees
of freedom (pions and nucleons) needed to describe the
scale one is probing. Thus, the running of V
low k
initi-
ated at   m

is a result of integrating out the pion.
The rapid changes at very small  are the result of the
large scattering length. To illustrate the eects of the
large scattering length, we show the Kaplan-Savage-Wise
(KSW) solution to Eq. 6 for small  with the scattering












This gives the lowest order iteration from Eq. (3),
V
low k




, which we have plotted
as solid curve in FIG. 5. Clearly, the agreement for small
 < m

=2 is convincing. The weak dependence on cuto




, is due to integrating
out higher order tensor contributions, which are peaked





preserves all scattering and bound states with
energy jEj < 
2





nel is the bound state contribution to the T matrix and











































FIG. 5: RG ow of V
low k




























= 22:8 fm; (9)
where r
0





This is in excellent agreement with our results.
To conclude, we have derived a unique low momen-
tum nucleon-nucleon interaction V
low k
by performing a
RG decimation of dierent potential models to the scale
of the constraining low energy data. Under the renor-
malization, the various non pionic parts of the bare in-
teractions renormalize to \xed point" values, which are
independent of the bare interaction. The dierences in
the modern potential models arise from high momentum
intermediate state summations that probe scales which
cannot be uniquely xed by ts to deuteron properties
and phase shifts. By construction, V
low k
only involves
states that we fully understand. V
low k
does not have a
strong repulsive core and can therefore be used directly
in many-body calculations. The Brueckner G matrix cal-
culus is no longer needed.
In a separate work, the crucial matrix element
V
low k
(0; 0) for  = k
F
is related to the set of Fermi liquid
parameters, which are xed points in a RG approach to
Fermi liquid theory [20]. The model-independent V
low k
can serve as a rst step in removing model dependence
in nuclear many-body calculations. The Coester band in
nuclear matter calculations is one example of this unsat-
isfactory model dependence. Another example is eec-
tive interaction theory for nite nuclei with two valence
particles. The starting point of such calculations has tra-
ditionally been the Brueckner G matrix, which depends
on the bare V
NN
used as well as the particular nuclei via





in which the same V
low k
vertices are used
in dierent mass regions have been extremely promising
in removing this model dependence [21].
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